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Company: Sharjah Islamic Bank

Location: sharjah

Category: other-general

Careers for a Changing World of Islamic Banking. Posted On 24 Apr, 2023 Type PermanentJOB

PURPOSE:The incumbent’s major role is to analyze markets and stocks, provide coherent

judgements on movements, and make recommendations based on fundamental, technical

analysis and news status. Additionally the role also requires the job holder to be highly

ethical and maintain professional standards at work. KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES:Maintain

good relationship with high net worth clients or heavy traders in UAE stock market.Awareness

on analytical skills for annual reports, ratios analysis, calculation skills and Tracking and follow

up of all companies’ new sent by DFM and ADX.Maintain up-to-date knowledge of new laws,

products and the market.Ensure compliance with DFM, ADX, SCA and SOP as well as with

sharia standards.Ensure compliance with SCA and company’s procedures related to trading

activities.Understanding local and regional markets and global events affecting

markets.Perform duties assigned by trading Manager from time to time.Prepare fundamental

analysis reports.Ability to understand and analyze the company’s financial statements. KEY

SKILLS: Knowledge of trading system.Excellent in analytical thinking and have highly

efficient problem solving skills.Knowledge of the rules and laws of the SCA, DFM and ADX

marketsMinimum 3 years of experience in UAE stock markets.Language Skills:Strong in

both oral and written : English and Arabic.Email address * Sharjah Islamic Bank (SIB)

started servicing the society in 1975; providing banking services to individuals and

companies. An Amiri decree; released by His Highness Dr. Sheikh Sultan Bin Mohamed Al

Qassimi the member of the Supreme Council & Ruler of Sharjah, was issued to launch &

green-light the bank expedition. The bank was originally founded as National Bank of
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Sharjah and was suited the first bank to convert to Islamic Banking in 2002.The revolutionizing

from commercial banking to Islamic banking was a significant twist for the bank. Not only

were specialized products & services modulated for customers, the banks entire

organization was converted to be conventional to Islamic regulations. Now, SIB offers

customers a broad range of Sharia'a compliant retail, corporate & investment services

through the extensive UAE networks.
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